Cell type proportioning in Dictyostelium slugs: lack of regulation within a 2.5-fold tolerance range.
The proportion of prestalk and prespore cells in Dictyostelium discoideum slugs is often cited as an example of "almost perfect" regulation. The pattern is similar over a very wide range of cell number; furthermore, removal of either of the cell types leads to compensatory transdifferentiation. Several studies of Dictyostelium fruiting bodies, however, have suggested that proportioning in Dictyostelium differs systematically from true constancy. We have confirmed this in the slug stage using a short-lived beta-galactosidase as a reporter of the prestalk specific ecmA gene expression: the prestalk proportion decreases from 24+/-5% in slugs of 10(3) cells to 10+/-3% when 10(5) cells are present. Regeneration experiments suggest that this difference is not due to a modulation of the proportioning set-point by size, as one might have expected; instead there appears to be a regulatory "tolerance zone" at all sizes. After amputation of the whole posterior region, transdifferentiation stops after the fraction of prestalk has been reduced from 100% to 28+/-20%, well above the initial value of 10+/-3%, while after anterior removal the transdifferentiation endpoint is about 10%. Most strikingly, we find no regulation at all after partial amputations of the prespore region. It seems that any prestalk proportion is stable between a approximately 10% lower threshold and a approximately 30% upper threshold. To explain this, we propose a regulation mechanism based on a negative feedback plus cell type bistability. In both intact and regenerating slugs we find that the slug morphology is regulated so that the length-to-width ratio of the anterior region is constant.